SOME THEOREMS ON THE REAL PENCIL AND
SIMULTANEOUS DIAGONALIZATION OF TWO
HERMITIAN BILINEAR FUNCTIONS
YIK-HOI AU-YEUNG1

1. Introduction

and statement

of the theorems.

We denote by F

the field 7? of real numbers, the field C of complex numbers, or the
skew field 77 of real quaternions.
We shall consider a pair of hermitian
bilinear functions in a left vector space V over F. Here V may be
finite or infinite dimensional.
If F = R, then the word "hermitian"
merely means "symmetric."
The purpose of this note is: (i) to prove Theorem 1 on the image of
a mapping/defined
by two hermitian bilinear functions, and use it to
prove Theorem 2 on the positive semidefiniteness
of a nontrivial real
linear combination
of two hermitian
bilinear functions, and (ii) to
establish some relation between the image of the mapping / defined
in Theorem 1 and the simultaneous
diagonalization
of two hermitian
bilinear functions (Theorems 3, 4, 5 and 6), and use them to reconsider
Theorem 1 for finite dimensional cases (Theorem 1').

Theorem
1. Let V be a left vector space over F (finite (=2 2) or infinite
dimensional), <p and \f/ two hermitian bilinear functions in V not both

identical zero, Z= {uEV: <p(u, u)=ip(u, u) =0}, and f: D= V\Z—*S,
where S is the real unit circle, is the mapping
(

flu) = I-i-).

\([*(«,

defined by

<b(u, u)
«)]» +

\p(u, u)

[+(u, u)]2)"2

([<b(u, u)]2 +

[i(u,

\
u)\2yi2)

Then the image f(D) is of one of the following types:
(i) Two diametrically opposite points in S;

(ii) S;
(iii) A circular arc of length <ir with or without one or both endpoints; and
(iv) A half circle with or without one or both endpoints.

Here and in what follows a circular arc of length <ir includes the
case that it is a singleton, and throughout this note, the symbols V,

<p,\p,f, D and S are defined as in Theorem 1. (A mapping slightly different
paper

from / has been
[l].)

considered

by the

author

in a previous
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1'. (a) // V is finite dimensional,
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then case (iii) in Theorem

1 can be replaced by
(iii)' A closed circular arc of length <ir.
(h) If V is 2-dimensional,
then cases (iii) and (iv) in Theorem
can be replaced by
(iii)' A closed circular arc of length <ir.

1

(iv)' An open half circle.
Theorem
2. If in Theorem 1, f(D)^S,
then there exists (a, ft
(^(0, 0)) in R2 such that a<p+l3\p is positive semidefinite (i.e. a<j>(u, u)

+frf/(u, u)^0for all uE V).
Theorem 3. If V is finite dimensional
simultaneously, then f(D) is closed.

and<p and ip can be diagonalized

Theorem
4. If V is 2-dimensional and <f>and \// can be diagonalized
simultaneously, then f(D) is a set consisting of only two diametrically
opposite points or is a (closed) circular arc of length <ir.
Theorem
5. If V is finite dimensional and if f(D) is a set consisting
of only two diametrically opposite points or is a (closed) circular arc of
length <ir, then <f>and \p can be diagonalized simultaneously.
Theorem
6. If V is 3-dimensional and f(D)
then <pand \p can be diagonalized simultaneously.

is a closed half circle,

For finite dimensional cases, we see from Theorems 3-6 and 1' that
the behaviour
of f(D) determines
the possibility
of simultaneous
diagonalization
of <j>and ip except for the following cases: (a) V is of
dimension
>2 and f(D) =S; (b) V is of dimension
>3 and/(Z>) is a
closed half circle. We shall show in §7 that in these cases <pand xp may
or may not be diagonalized
simultaneously.
In §7 we also give examples to show that all cases which appear in Theorems 1 or 1' really
occur. Hence for finite dimensional cases, our information is complete.

2. Proof of Theorems

1 and 2. To prove Theorem

1 we first prove

the following lemma.
Lemma 1. If Px, P2 are two points off(D)

and the length of the circular

arc (PxPiY ts <ir, then (PxPiYCf(D).
Proof. From the definition of/, we see that a point (a, ft £5 is in/(Z?)
if and only if there exists a uE V such that (d>(u, u), \[/(u, u)) = (a, ft.
Now let Px = (4>(ux,ux),ip(ux, Mi)) = (ax, ft) and P2 = (<p(u2,u2),\p(u2, u2))

= («2, ft) be two distinct points in/(D) such that the length of (PiP2)w
is <w. Then auft—a2ft=^0

and for any interior

point (a,fS) oi (PiP2)w
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we have
(1)

(«i|8i - at20x)(ax!3- a/Si) > 0,

and
(2)

(atPi - ai/32)(a,/3 - a0t) > 0.

We now show that for
exists a uEV of the form
(<p(u, u), ip(u, u)) = (a, |8),
sider the following system

any interior point (a, /3) of (PxP2)^ there
u=XxUx+x2u2, where Xi, x2ER, such that
and this means (a, fi)Ef(D).
In fact, conof equations with real coefficients:

<f>(u, u) = axXx + a2x2 + a3XxX2 = a,
(3)

2

2

4>(u, u) = ffxXx+ 02x2 + 0aXiX2= /3,

where a3=<p(ux, u2)+<p(u2, Ux) and /33=i/'(mi, u2)+^(u2,
aift—«2/3i5^0, system (3) is equivalent to the following

Ux). Since

2

(a2|ffi — axj32)x2 + (a3l3x — aifi$)xiX2 = a/3i — au8,
2

(an82 — a2/3i)*i

+ (^3182 — a2/33)xxx2 = a/32 — a2fi,

which, on account of (1) and (2), has real solution for Xxand x2. Hence
our lemma is proved.
Theorem 1 now follows immediately
from Lemma 1. lif(D) is disconnected, then/(7?) must consist of only two diametrically opposite
points in S; ii f(D) is connected, then it is a circular arc; and, if this
circular arc is of length >7r, then it must be S itself. Hence Theorem 1

is proved.
If f(D) 9^S, by Theorem 1 there exists a half circle Q such that
f(D)EQ- Let (a, /3) be the midpoint of Q, then a<p+f3ip is positive
semidefinite.

Thus Theorem

2 is proved.

3. Proof of Theorems 3 and 4. To prove Theorems 3 and 4 we
first prove the following lemma which is true for vector space of finite
or infinite dimensions.

Lemma 2. If B is a base of V such that <p(ui,Uj) =\f/(uit uf) =0for all
Ui^Uj in B, then the set X= {f(u): uEBC\D} determines f(D) in the
following manner:
(a) If X consists of only two diametrically

opposite

points,

then

f(D)=X;
(b) If X is contained in a half circle but not of case (a), then f(D)
is the smallest circular arc containing X (this circular arc may or may
not contain one or both endpoints); and
(c) If X is not contained in any half circle, then f(D) = S.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof. Case (a) is obvious and case (c) follows from Theorem 1.
We now prove case (b). Let & be the smallest circular arc containing
X and let (a, ft and (y, 8) he the anticlockwise
and clockwise end-

points of et. Then

(4)

oal>(ui,Ui) - /3<b(ui,«,)^ 0

for all UiEBC\

D.

Now for any uEV,u
can be expressed as u = X<"=i X;Mj, where Xj£P
UiEB. From our assumption on d> and dj we have

aty(u, u) — 0d>(u,u) = a\ )£ \ih^(ui,

ui)

n

= 2 XiX<[a^(«,-,
ui) —P<j>(ui,
m)]
t=i
where X; denote the conjugate
inequality (4) we have

of X,- in F. From

this equation

a\p(u, u) — fid>(u,u) SO

for all u E D.

y^(u, u) — 8d>(u,u) 3t 0

for all u E D.

and

Similarly
Furthermore,
it can be easily proved that if an endpoint of ft belongs
to / then it belongs to X. Hence f(D) E &■.Conversely, from Theorem 1
and the fact that X(Ef(D))
is not a set consisting of only two diametrically
opposite
points,
we have &Ef(D).
Thus Lemma
2 is
proved.
Theorems
3 and 4 now follow immediately
from Lemma 2. If V
is finite dimensional,
say of P-dimension re, and if cp and \p can be diagonalized simultaneously,
then there exists a base B ={ ult u2, ■ ■ • ,u„}
of V such that <£(M»>
ui) =4'(ui, ui) =0 f°r an i^j- Now since the set

X= {f(u): uEBf^D}

is finite,/(Z?)

must be closed, and Theorem 3

is proved.
If V is of P-dimension 2 and if <band \p can be diagonalized simultaneously, then there exists a base {ux, u2] of Fsuch that <p(ux, u2)
= \p(ux, u2)=0. Since the set X= {f(u): uEBC\D}
contains at most
two points, Theorem 4 follows from Lemma 2.

4. Proof of Theorem 5. If f(D) consists of only two diametrically
opposite points, then there exists (a, ft(^(0,
0))ER2 such that
ad) +pY = 0. On the other hand it is known that any hermitian bilinear
function in a finite dimensional
vector space V can be diagonalized.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(For F = Ror Csee [3, pp. 12-13] and for F = Hsee [4] or [S].) Hence
<p and \p can be diagonalized
simultaneously.
lif(D) is a circular arc of length <ir, then we consider

a half circle
C such that the closure of f(D) lies entirely in the interior of e. Let
(ax, ft) and (a2, ft) be two distinct points in S sufficiently near the
midpoint
of e. Then we have «ift—a2ft^0
and ax4>+&$P and

o!20+ft'r' are positive semidefinite.
But under these conditions <pand
\p can be diagonalized simultaneously,
as has been proved recently

by the author

[2].

5. Proof of Theorem 6. To prove Theorem 6 we first prove the
following two lemmas which hold for vector spaces of finite or infinite
dimensions.

Lemma 3. Let f be a hermitian

f(tto. u)+$(u,
all uEV.
Proof.

u=l(uo,

bilinear function

m0)^0 (or =^0) for all uEV,

Suppose

in V and uoE V. If

then f(w„i u)=0

for

that there exists vE V such that f(«o, v)t±0. Let

v)v. Then
f (uo, u) + f (u, Uo) = f («0, f («o, »)») + f (f («o, »K «o)

= f («o, »)f («o, ») + f («o, »)f (*>,«o)
= 2f («0, »)f («o, ») > 0,
and this contradicts

our assumption.

Lemma 4. Let u0E V such that [<p(u0, uo)]2+[\['(uo,
m0)]2^0. If
(p(uo, u0)ip(u, u)—<p(u, u)^/(uo, u0)^0
(or ^0) for all uEV, then V
can be decomposed into direct sum

V = L{u0} 0 W,
where L{uo} is the subspace of V spanned by u0 and W = {uEV:<p(ua,
= ip(uo, w)=0|.

u)

Proof.
Since [<p(u0, «o)]2+[<A(«o, tt0)]i7£0, we have A{m0}
r\W= {o}. Now for any uEV and for any positive real number €,
we have
<b(u0, Uo)yp(u0 + tu, Uo + tu) — <b(u0 + tu, u0 + tu)ip(u0,

Uo)

= e[f («o, «) + f (u, uo)] + e2f(u, u),
where f = <p(uo, uo)^p—ip(uo, Uo)<p.From the assumption
and the fact that e is positive, we have

f («o, «) + t(u, uo) + ef (m, «) ^ 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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we have
f («0, U) + f (U, M0) ^ 0

for all uEV,
means

and from Lemma

3 we have f(u0, u)=0

for all u. This

</>(«o,u0)4/(uo, u) — 4>(u0,u0)4>(uo,u) = 0
for all uEV- From this expression and the fact that [<j>(iio,u0)]2
+ [d/(u0, u0)]2?£0 we see that for any uE V there exists XEF such
that 4>(u0, u) =\<p(uo, Uo) and d/(uo, u)—\\[/(uo,
ito). This means
<p(uo, u —\u0)=d'(uo,
u —\u0)=0
(i.e. u —XuoEW), and hence the
lemma is proved. [The technique used in this proof is due to Profes-

sor Y. C. Wong.]
We now prove Theorem 6. First let (d>(ux, Ux), ip(ux, ux)) = (a, ft
and (<p(vx,Vx), \p(vx, Vx)) = (—a, —ft be the endpoints of f(D) such

that
(5)

<f>(ux,Ux)yp(u, u) — <p(u, u)\p(ux, «i) = a\p(u, u) — j3<f>(u,u) :£ 0

for all uE V. Then by Lemma 4 we have
V = L\ux} © Wx,
where Wx= [uEV:
d>(ux, u)=d>(ux, u)=0}.
Next we consider the
restrictions
of d> and d/ on Wx and prove that there exists u2EWx

such that
(6)

<b(u-2,u2)\j/(u, u) — <p(u, u)\f>(u2, u2) 3t 0

for all uEWx- In fact let vt=\ux+u2,
by the property

where XG^" and u2EWx- Then

of Wx and Vxwe have

<f>(u2,u2) — — a(l + XX),
From these two equalities
Now by applying Lemma

i/(u2, u2) = — 0(1 + XX).

and inequality
(5) we have inequality
4 once more we have

(6).

Wx = L{u2} ® W2,

where W2= {uEWx: d>(u2, u)=\p(u2, w)=0}. Therefore,
if we take
any Ui(^0)EW2,
then the base {«i, u2, u3] gives a simultaneous
diagonalization
of d> and \p. Thus Theorem 6 is proved.

6. Proof of Theorem
by Theorem

1'. If /(£>) is a circular arc of length <w, then

5 <j>and d/ can be diagonalized

simultaneously

and by

Theorem 3,f(D) must be closed.
If V is 2-dimensional and/(Z>) is a circular arc of length Sir containing at least one endpoint, then by the argument we used in the
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proof of Theorem 6, we can prove that <pand ^ can be diagonalized
simultaneously,
and hence by Theorem 4 the length oif(D) must <ir.

7. Some examples. It can easily be seen from Lemma 2 that for
an infinite dimensional
vector space all the cases which appear in
Theorem 1 really occur. In Example 1, we shall construct <p and ^
such that f(D) is a circular arc of length ^7r without one endpoint.
Examples of other types can be constructed
similarly.
Example 1. Let V be an infinite dimensional left vector space over
F with a countable base B = {u0, u\, u2, ■ ■ ■ }, (PQ)^1 a circular arc
in 5 (not reduced to one point) of length ^x, and Pi, P2, • • • a
sequence of points in the interior of (PQY1 which tends to P. Define

<pand \[/ by
4>(ui, Uj) = $(ui, Uj) = 0
(<t>(u0,Uo), $(uo, Uo)) = Q,

for all i 9^ j,

(<t>(uk,uk), ip(uk, uk)) = Pk

for all k ^ 1.

Then by Lemma 2 f(D) is the circular arc(PQ)w but without P.
In the case of finite dimensional
Fof /""-dimension w, Lemma 2 also
shows that for w^2, cases (i), (iii)' and for w^3 cases (ii) and (iv)
where f(D) is a closed half circle in Theorem 1' really occur (in fact
in these cases <p and \p can be so constructed
that they can be diagonalized simultaneously).
We now show by construction
that the
remaining cases:

(1) w = 2 and f(D) = S;
(2) wj^2 and/(7J>) is an open half circle; and
(3) w > 2 and/(T>) is a half circle with one endpoint only, also really
occur.
(In the following examples
we shall identify a hermitian
bilinear
function with a matrix.)

Example

2. Let V = R2 and

♦-Co> *-G_DThen/(D) =5 and hence by Theorem
ized simultaneously.

4, <pand \f/ cannot

be diagonal-

Example 3. Let V = R2 and

♦-G o> *"Go>
Then f(D) is the upper half circle without both endpoints and hence
by Theorem 3, <p and ^ cannot be diagonalized
simultaneously.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Example 4. Let V = R3 and

0

10]

(10

0=100,
0 0 lj

0

0=000.
10 0 0.

Then/(D)
is the upper half circle without the endpoint ( — 1, 0) and
hence by Theorem 3, 0 and 0 cannot be diagonalized simultaneously.
Finally, we give two examples which together with the remark just
preceding Example 2, show that Theorems 3-6 in fact give "all" the
possible relations between the behaviour of /(D) and simultaneous
diagonalization
of two hermitian bilinear functions.

Example

5. Let V = RZ and

0

10]

0

0
0

0=1
Then/(D)

=5,

Example

(1

0,
oj

0=0-1
(0

but 0 and 0 cannot

0

0

0

0.
0.

be diagonalized

simultaneously.

6. Let V=RA and
0

10

10

0=

0]

0

0

0010

0

0

,0

=

0 -lj

(1

0

0

01

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0000

10 0

Then f(D) is the upper half circle with both endpoints, but 0 and 0
cannot

be diagonalized

simultaneously.
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